
 

BUCKINGHAM MFG. 
                           Adjustable Body Belt Adjustment Instructions 

 

The Buckingham adjustable body belt (Patent Pending / Stacked Four D-ring Body Belts are Patented) has been 

designed with an adjustable man rated upper belt strap and an adjustable lower work positioning Dee piece that 

allows the user to customize the size of their body belt.   

 

 

 

 
Adjustable Belt Strap Adjustment Instructions:  
 

   To Lengthen the Adjustable Belt Strap: 

1. Lay the belt on a flat surface with the belt strap facing up (Fig. 1) 

2. Rotate the adjustment buckle 90° so it is perpendicular to the strap (Fig.2) 

3. Feed extra webbing from top of strap through the adjustment buckle forming a slack loop (Fig. 3) 

4. Pull webbing slack loop from the bottom, away from the buckle, lengthening the strap to the desired length.  

5. Once adjusted, lay the buckle flat against the strap and pull excess strap towards the billet end of the belt, flattening the strap (Fig. 4) 

 

                                    
 

   To Shorten the Adjustable Belt Strap: 

1. Lay the belt on a flat surface with the belt strap facing up (Fig. 1) 

2. Rotate the adjustment buckle 90° so it is perpendicular to the strap (Fig. 5)  

3. Create slack in the belt strap by pulling the billet side of the strap towards the adjustment buckle (Fig. 6) 

4. Feed extra webbing from bottom of strap through the adjustment buckle forming a slack loop (Fig. 7) 

5. Pull webbing slack loop from the top, away from the buckle, lengthening the strap to the desired length.  

6. Once adjusted, lay the buckle flat against the strap and pull excess strap towards the billet end of the belt, flattening the strap (Fig. 8) 
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Adjustable Dee Piece Adjustment Instructions:  
 

   To Lengthen the Adjustable Dee Piece: 

1. Lay the belt on its edge with the lower Dee piece facing up and away (Fig. 9)    

2. Rotate the adjustment buckle 90° so it is perpendicular to the dee piece strap (Fig. 10) 

3. Feed extra webbing from top of strap through the adjustment buckle forming a slack loop (Fig. 11) 

4. Pull webbing slack loop from the bottom, away from the buckle, lengthening the Dee piece to the desired length.  

5. Once adjusted, lay the buckle flat against the strap and pull the two work positioning D-rings away from each other, tightening and 

flattening the Dee piece (Fig. 12) 

 

     
 

   To Shorten the Adjustable Dee Piece: 

1. Lay the belt on its edge with the lower Dee piece facing up and away (Fig. 9)    

2. Rotate the adjustment buckle 90° so it is perpendicular to the dee piece strap (Fig. 13)  

3. Create slack in the Dee piece by pushing the two work positioning D-ring towards each other (Fig. 14) 

4. Feed extra webbing from bottom of strap through the adjustment buckle forming a slack loop (Fig. 15) 

5. Pull webbing slack loop from the top, away from the buckle, lengthening the strap to the desired length.  

6. Once adjusted, lay the buckle flat against the strap and pull the two work positioning D-rings away from each other, tightening and  

flattening the Dee piece (Fig. 16) 

 

 

      
 

Reference Buckingham’s Body Belt Instructions / Warnings (BBPSWARN.Doc) packed with the product for further information regarding the 

warnings for the Adjustable Body Belt.  
 

Patent Pending 

Stacked Four D-ring Body Belts are Patented. For more information, visit BuckinghamMFG.com/Patents. 

 

Buckingham Mfg. Co. 

Binghamton, NY 

www.buckinghammfg.com 

1-800-937-2825 

 

Information contained in these written instructions supersedes all other information (written, audio, video etc.) produced by Buckingham Mfg. prior to the revision 

date of this document. 
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